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I. INTRODUCTION

The Office of Consumer Advocate files these Comments in response to the Commission’s December 17, 2009 Order in the FirstEnergy Companies’ Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan proceeding at Docket No. M-2009-2092222, et al. In its December 17 Order, the Commission directed the FirstEnergy Companies to re-file corrected black-lined copies of each Company’s Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan (Plan) that would allow parties a reasonable opportunity to review the extensive modifications contained therein. December 17 Order at 7-8. On December 22, 2009, the Companies filed black-lined versions of their modified energy efficiency plans. Pursuant to the Commission’s December 17 Order, the parties’ Comments on the corrected, revised Plans are due Monday, January 4, 2010. Order at 8. The OCA has reviewed the black-lined Plans over the holidays to the extent possible and provides these Comments.¹

II. COMMENTS

The OCA’s review has identified two modifications that require additional explanation by the Companies. For each subject, the OCA submits that the Companies should be prepared to explain the reasons for the changes, and the best way to move forward, as part of the first Stakeholder Collaborative meeting that the Companies will hold pursuant to the Commission’s Order approving their energy efficiency plans. October 22 Order at 55.

First, and most importantly, the OCA is concerned with changes made in the Residential Direct Load Control Program. In its initial review of the Companies’ Plans, the OCA identified errors in the amount budgeted for the Direct Load Control (DLC) program. The Companies accepted the OCA’s adjustment to the budgets for these programs, with minor modifications,

¹ The OCA was assisted in its review of the black-lined Modified Plans by Dr. David Hill, the OCA’s witness in the underlying proceeding.
which significantly reduced the budgeted amount for the DLC program during the Plan years. See October 22 Order at 29.

The Residential Direct Load Control program budget contained in the Companies’ modified Plans does not include the forward year incentive payments or O&M expense that was of concern to the OCA. The OCA believes this is consistent with the Commission’s Order approving the Plans. In addition, the Companies have proposed an increased budget for their Residential DLC programs in order to match a $15 million DOE smart grid grant. The OCA supports the Companies’ efforts to leverage other sources of funding in order to meet the aggressive goals contained in their Energy Efficiency Plans. Of concern to the OCA, however, is the Companies’ reductions in the participation numbers in the Residential DLC program. Upon reviewing the modified plans, the OCA submits that the Companies have cut the participation numbers roughly in half. See Black-lined Plan, Appendix F (page 1 of 3). This is accompanied by an increase in per participant savings. See Black-lined Plan, Appendix E (page 1 of 3).

The OCA submits that, upon initial review, the only way that doubling both funding (through use of the DOE grant) and the amount of energy savings per unit can result in a reduction in the level of participation is if the cost per unit has increased significantly. If the Companies are proposing to increase the unit cost of the program by a factor of 4 to gain a doubling of per unit savings, issues regarding the design and effectiveness of the program are raised. The OCA submits that these changes and the resulting issues should be more thoroughly addressed by the Companies.

The second issue identified by the OCA in the black-lined Plans concerns the Companies’ tracking and reporting system. The Companies’ Measurement and Verification (M&V) Tracking and Reporting Software budgets have increased considerably. For Met-Ed, this
figure has increased from $177,000 in the original Plan to more than $914,000 in the modified Plan. See Black-lined Plan at 117-118. The OCA submits that, while robust IT systems are very important, and often under-budgeted, the Companies should provide additional information concerning the added functionality and rationale for a cost increase of this size.
III. CONCLUSION

The OCA submits that, overall, the plan has improved considerably from the original filings. The OCA further submits, however, that the Companies must explain the changes concerning their Residential Direct Load Control programs and the increases in their M&V budgets, as contained in their Modified Plans. The Collaborative process ordered by the Commission provides a reasonable venue to address these concerns. As such, the OCA submits that the Companies should be required to provide the Commission with an explanation of these changes and be prepared to address these issues as needed in the first Collaborative meeting.
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